Developing, building and
maintaining world-class boats, to
deliver a competitive advantage

Boats
Performance where it counts
baesystems.com/maritimeboats

World-class military
and professional boats

Sea and
patrol boats
Strength through simplicity
Trusted by the UK Royal Navy and international navies
for over 25 years, our rugged and versatile range of
performance rigid inflatable boats (RIBs) is designed for
maritime counter terrorism, policing, anti-piracy and search
and rescue operations.
The outboard Arctic and inboard Pacific Class crafts, proven
over thousands of operational sea hours, feature a deep V
hull bottom for the best seakeeping capability, allowing the
users to carry out some of the most challenging operations
in the toughest conditions.
These performance RIBs have been specially designed
for high speed and long range operations. Featuring a
composite structure, they are built to remain operational
with users around the world.
Equipped with the latest technologies to integrate secure
communication systems and electronics, they can be
deployed by air, land and sea, and can be parachuted from
an aircraft.
Strength through simplicity.

Future focus, proven pedigree
Whether it’s designing the next generation high-performance
rigid inflatable boats (RIBs), introducing smart technology
that allows all equipment and sensors to be operated from
a single console, or developing intuitive systems that predict
maintenance needs, we are pushing the boundaries of
technical capability.
With a proud heritage dating back to the 1950s, our
specialist facility allows for the construction of complex
composite assemblies, as well as the integration of a wide
variety of systems.

We provide a complete boat design, manufacture,
integration, and support capability to the customer, investing
in the latest technologies like autonomy, composite materials,
stealth, ballistic protection and electronics and integrating
them into our designs.
These technologies enhance the capabilities of our boat
portfolio, satisfying the most advanced user requirements to
meet current and future challenges.
Future focus, proven pedigree.

baesystems.com/maritimeboats
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Military and
professional

Performance where it counts
Working closely with government agencies, international
armed forces, special forces and search and rescue
organisations, our range of military and professional boats
includes load-carrying work boats, patrol boats, search
and rescue boats, sea boats, multi-role performance rigid
inflatable boats (RIBs) and rigid raiding craft.
Our Pacific and Arctic hull variants are specifically designed
for heavy duty, high speed and long range operations. They
feature a composite structure and are in service in countries
across the world to fulfil the needs of the most demanding
military, commercial, patrol and search and rescue roles.
Chosen by the British Army and international armed
forces, our Logistics Support Craft’s low draft hull
form, high payload carrying capability and is the most
versatile workboat in its class. Its agile design allows it
to fulfil a variety of roles, including bridge building, high
speed landing, long range transits, passenger ferry and
equipment mobilisation. Air transportable, it can be easily
deployed anywhere in the world.
Our range of rigid raiding craft has been setting the
standard in light assault craft for more than 30 years
and remains in operation today with the UK Ministry of
Defence and overseas agencies.
Performance where it counts.

Special
operations
Technology-enabled advantage
Our high-performance Fast Interceptor Craft demonstrates
our ability to work with our clients and partners to provide
high end performance, exacting specialist military features
and longevity.

Our Rigid Raiding Craft set the standard in light assault
craft. Using the latest in composite technology for lightness
and strength, they are ideal for beach assaults, river patrol,
dive support, demolition and general service duties.

Proven in service, we continue to integrate new
technologies to deliver one of the most advanced
technology leading platforms in the world to counter future
threats and deliver smart solutions.

Chosen by the British Army and international armed forces,
our Logistics Support Craft’s low draft hull form, high
payload carrying capability and machinery arrangement
make it the most versatile workboat in its class for roles
including bridge building, high speed landing, long range
transits, passenger ferry and equipment mobilisation.

The rugged Arctic Class rigid inflatable boats are trusted by
the UK Royal Marines, Special Forces, Coastguard Agencies
and Lifeboat services. Specially designed for high speed and
long range operations, these boats are built to ensure they
remain operational in the most arduous conditions with
users around the world.
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Our portfolio

Logistics support boat
Capable and configurable, trusted and versatile
load-carrying high-speed asymmetric catamaran
hull form, designed for maximum performance.
Roles include bridging tug, high-speed landing,
long-range transits, passenger ferries and
equipment mobilisation.

Arctic boats
A versatile range of high performance outboard sea kindly
hull forms, optimised to suit the requirements of the
demanding military and para military sector. Proven by a
vast array of end-users including Royal Marines, Special
Forces, Coastguard Agencies and Lifeboat services.

Tactical riverine craft
Capable of operating on inland and inshore
coastal waters for troop insertion/extraction,
raiding, patrolling, reconnaissance and stores
delivery. Rugged, fast, lightweight, highly
manoeuvrable and stable.

Combat support boat
Tough and powerful load-carrying workboat in
service with the British Army and international
armed forces. Roles include bridge building,
high-speed landings, long-range transits,
passenger ferry and equipment mobilisation.

Fast Interceptor Craft
Designed specifically for the demanding military
and coastguard sector. Available in several variants,
they are carefully tailored to suit each individual
operator’s particular requirements. These boats
have a formidable reputation and are in service
with UK Special Forces and overseas agencies.

Pacific 24
Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS)
certified, the Pacific 24 Mk IV
inboard Rigid Inflatable Boat is
proven in service with the UK
Ministry of Defence, UK police and
overseas military organisations.

Rigid raiding craft
For the last 30 years our range of Rigid
Raiding Craft has been setting the standard
in light assault craft. In operation today
with the UK Ministry of Defence (MOD)
and other overseas agencies.

Autonomous
capabilities
We are continuing to invest in
innovative autonomy programmes,
working closely with the UK
Royal Navy and the UK Ministry
of Defence to further develop our
autonomous boats capabilities.

baesystems.com/maritimeboats
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Innovation and
investment

Autonomous
capabilities

Collaboration where it counts
We are continuing to collaborate and invest in innovative
partial and full autonomy programmes, to further develop
our boats capabilities.
The technology has potential applications across a range of
missions, including anti-piracy operations, border control,
intelligence gathering, maritime security and force protection.
Our autonomous Pacific 24 rigid inflatable boat, procured
under the Royal Navy’s autonomy and lethality accelerator
programme, Navy X, which aims to deliver new technology
into the hands of sailors and marines at pace.

Innovation where it counts
We continuously invest in and develop the latest boat
technologies, integrating the newest innovations including
autonomy, composite materials, stealth, ballistic protection
and electronics into our designs.
These technologies enhance the capabilities of our boats
portfolio, satisfying the most advanced military and
professional user requirements to meet current and future
challenges.
Our specialist manufacturing facility, skills and expertise
allows for the construction of complex composite
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assemblies, as well as the integration of a wide variety of
systems.
This track record of innovation, investment and expertise,
has resulted in our range of boats being in service around
the world because it fulfils the needs of the most demanding
military, commercial and rescue roles.
With significant, continuous and on-going investment in the
development of innovative boat technologies, we continue
to push the boundaries of operational capabilities.

The development is designed to significantly enhance the
Royal Navy’s ability to protect its sailors at reach, as the
upgraded sea boat is able to execute its own missions
without crew and be run from a warship.
Our teams are also working to advance the application of
autonomy to a wide range of applications, from security
patrol and harbour patrols to autonomous launch and
recovery of other smaller craft.
Collaboration where it counts.

Innovation where it counts.
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All our products and
capabilities are backed by
expert training services

We exploit technology as an
enabler across the full spectrum
of need, extracting all of its value
to help deliver comprehensive,
integrated and optimised
training solutions, as well as
continuously improving and
modernising those solutions to
enhance their effectiveness.

Find out about our
career opportunities
and award-winning
apprentice and
graduate programmes
Enhancing military capability,
mitigating operational risk
BAE Systems has a rich heritage in the delivery of maritime
training services to the Royal Navy and her international
allies. Exploiting our comprehensive experience in the design,
manufacture and support of complex platforms, torpedoes,
radars and command and combat systems, we are uniquely
positioned to offer training services that best complement
these wider engineering services.
Through a collaborative approach with government, military,
industry and the supply chain, we design, specify, deliver,
integrate and maintain training solutions to ensure military
personnel are capable and ready for maritime operations.
Our comprehensive approach embraces all of the Manpower,
Equipment, Training and Support pillars. This enables us
to realise and exploit the wider benefits across integrated
programme schedules. These benefits include reduced
programme risk, enhanced long-term value for money,
coherency and support through-life.

Culture that inspires, work
where it counts
From complex engineering projects to world-class cyber
security solutions, everyone at BAE Systems play a part in
helping our customer protect what matters most.
To attract and retain the best and brightest people, we make
BAE Systems a stimulating, safe and inclusive place to work.
And working responsibly matters a great deal to us,
protecting the safety of our employees, the environment and
the communities in which we operate.
At BAE Systems you can be proud of what you do, how you
do it and who you do it with. We work hard to create an
inclusive, dynamic and rewarding environment where you are
inspired to achieve remarkable things and make a difference
where it really counts.
Culture that inspires, work where it counts

Enhancing military capability, mitigating operational risk.

Join us! To find out more visit baesystems.com/careers
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BAE Systems Maritime Services
Boats
e: boats@baesystems.com
w: baesystems.com/maritimeboats
BAE Systems Maritime
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